AP Capstone Research Syllabus

Teacher: Lauren Power Rm 1311 713-688-1361 ext. 015221
LPower@houstonisd.org

Course Description

Students will embark on authentic research into the field of their choice, using properly aligned scientific methods as taught in the course and learned through the student’s own research. Students will create a new understanding in their field of knowledge and gather actionable data to support their conclusions. The course will culminate in an academic paper of 4,000 – 5,000 words with an oral defense presentation.

Class Expectations

The student will…

• Be present and engaged in class
• Complete assignments in the time frame assigned.
• Maintain the physical Prep Journal in binder form
• Read scholarly articles with comprehension by taking manual notes.
• Write in one's own words and cite sources properly.
• Gather data outside the classroom.
• Submit a completed paper to the College Board for evaluation.

Description of Grading

Project Grades- 60%

• Annotated Bibliography Entries
• Research Proposal

Daily Grades- 40%

• In-class Activities
• Peer Feedback
• Rubric Practice

*The last two six-week grading cycles will have fewer grades than normal as students are spending time refining their academic paper for submission to the College Board.
A message on Expert Advisors and Data Gathering:

Depending on the student’s topic, the student may partner with an expert advisor in their field of research. This includes, but is not limited to, university professors and current adult researchers. It is the student’s responsibility to find and make contact with the expert advisor. All contact between the student and expert advisor will have the teacher cc’d on the email for monitoring. Furthermore, depending on the student’s topic, the student may conduct scientific experiments or gather human action data outside of school. All data gathering and scientific experiments must be pre-approved by the school’s Institutional Review Board for scientific validity and adverse effects.

**College Credit**

As of right now, there is no current agreement with Texas Public Universities on providing credit for a specific course relating to AP Research. However, students who receive a qualifying score (3+) on AP Seminar & AP Research, as well as four other AP courses of any kind, will receive a distinguished diploma upon high school graduation. This can be used to set apart your college application for entry into higher-tier colleges. Also, several universities, including Texas Tech, are offering scholarships for this distinguished capstone diploma. Students may also use their academic paper to petition credit for their field of study. For example, a student with a completed paper on Art History research may submit their paper to the Dean of Liberal Arts to receive college credit in Art History. This can also apply to papers written on Chemistry being used to gain college credit in Chem 101, for instance. Those credits are done by the student initiating contact with their college’s Dean. Lastly, skills learned in this course will help students more adequately prepare for college as they will learn collegiate writing and academic research skills.

**Plagiarism Policy**

Students will be tasked with writing a 10-15 page paper. Any words that directly quote or paraphrase a source that is not the student, MUST be cited. The resource TurnItIn.Com will be used regularly to check the authenticity and citation of student work. If a student is found to have copied or plagiarized a source without any type of citation, the student will be reported to College Board under the Capstone Plagiarism Policy, and to campus administration. Plagiarism can be cutting and pasting words from another source without citation or paraphrasing the ideas and methods of a source without citation credit. Students will not be penalized for citing a source incorrectly.
AP Research Yearly Calendar

August
- Survey study- class & partners *write mini-paper
- Sample Paper
- Weird Studies
- Topic exploration- annotation & synthesis

September
- Sample Paper
- Observation Study- partners
- Topic Exploration
- Begin AnnoBib- 10 non-scholarly sources

October
- Oct 1- Engagement Party
- 4 Scholarly Sources
- Research Question Development
- Halloween- Marriage Ceremony

November
- 4 Scholarly Sources
- Study Design → Inquiry Proposal Form
- Write context- 250 words
December

- 2 Scholarly Sources
- Write Literature Review – 1000 Words
- Begin Data collection

January

- Edit context/lit review based on peer feedback
- Write method, gather data

February

- Valentine’s Day- Raw Data due
- Data analysis
- Edit method

March

- Before Spring Break- write results & discussion
- After SB- presentation prep

April

- Week of April 17th- Presentations
- Paper Submission- April 28th
- Official Deadline- May 1st